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Rural communities across Appalachia continue to lack the fundamental infrastructure 
and access to resources that facilitate a greater quality of life. These underserved 
communities often lack the necessary tools and skills to withstand, or respond to 
external disturbances, making them more vulnerable than places where greater 
amount of federal aid is distributed. As environmental conditions evolve with climate 
change, rural Appalachia is expected to experience more frequent climatic extremes, 
such as flooding. The discussion on climate vulnerability and resilience as it relates to 
hazard exposure like flooding is often more focused on coastal regions, however, a 
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recently published comprehensive national analysis of the state of flood risk in the 
continental U.S. shows that Appalachia is at greater risk than previously determined.  

Climate change is imminent. The actions taken now by governments, businesses and 
individuals will determine how well communities are able to mitigate the impacts of 
future natural hazards. While other urban counterparts are at risk, the challenges and 
impacts of extremes are inherently unique, and as such require unique response 
strategies. Climate change poses significant risks to housing and housing finances (e.g. 
insurance, real estate prices, mortgage markets etc.). The question is not, “Is climate 
change really happening?” – take coastal flooding, as an example– the question is 
“How can we be better prepared against climate change?” The nature of and 
frequency of future floods will inevitably modify the way stakeholders will manage these 
risks.  

While it is unclear how floods will manifest (e.g. flood extent, intensity, frequency), it’s 
important to note that Impacts from flooding will not be uniform. Middle to low income 
communities, in particular those residing in rural Appalachia, are already living in 
outdated homes, and are likely already restricted by income and will be unable to 
afford insurance premiums from disasters such as flooding. The need to address flood 
risk in Appalachia is increasingly apparent, and will require a collective effort from 
stakeholders, governments, and individuals alike to develop targeted responses to the 
impending risk of extreme flooding.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://firststreet.org/research-lab/published-research/2020-national-flood-risk-assessment-highlights/
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Sources: 

https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2020-flood-risk-zone-us-map/  

https://firststreet.org/research-lab/published-research/the-impact-of-climate-change-
on-housing-and-housing-finance/ 

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3934475  

https://about.att.com/ecms/dam/csr/2019/environment/challenge-report-
appstate.pdf  

https://faheinc.sharefile.com/share/view/59941e27b48e4552  
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